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How to get your brand in front 

of millions of people 

worldwide.

Incredible marketing value: 

sponsor the event or sponsor 

your favorite portrait



The FIRST truly digital comedy fundraising event. 
10 Comedians | 10 Portraits | 10 Charities  

Ten world famous comedians will have their portrait taken by our
renowned photographer, Matt Misisco. Each portrait will be auctioned

online, in front of a global audience, and the proceeds donated to a
charity of each comedian's choice.

WHAT is it?

A female-led digital marketing and production company, founded by
Claire Armstrong and Jenna Green, creating unique concepts and
marketing opportunities and connecting brands to comedy. 

WHO are we?

Renowned celebrity photographer, Matt Misisco, is famous within
comedy circles and has snapped comedy royalty (including many of our
talent). His unique creative concepts, In the Greenroom and 100 Faces
inspired this digital exhibition.

http://www.comediainc.com/
http://www.mattmisiscostudios.com/


 WHY SPONSOR the
event?

The FIRST truly digital comedy fundraising event. 
10 Comedians | 10 Portraits | 10 Charities 

Ten world famous comedians will have their portrait taken by our
renowned photographer, Matt Misisco. Each portrait will be auctioned

online, in front of a global audience, and the proceeds donated to a
charity of each comedian's choice.

A digital event means a global audience - of MILLIONS

AUDIENCE

The visual nature of this event has us focusing on Instagram. Each
comedian has their own influence and the event will combine all 10.
Instagram audience alone is over 5,000,000.



INFLUENCE/TALENT

@gadelmaleh 1.6M @whitneycummings 521K @russellpeters 243K

@jimjefferies 141K @chrisdelia 1M @godfrey 126K

@joykoy 331K Brad Garrett no IG


